
Praise for Steppin’ Up 

"Kent Sangster’s Octet recording “ Steppin'Up”  is full of Explosive and Creative music ...This unique ensemble has 

a sound all of it’s own…. Bravo !!! " 

Blue Note Recording Artist  - Joe Lovano 2016 

“ Kent Sangster’s Obsession Octet continues their unique journey on their 3rd release  Steppin’ Up , again finding 

that sweet spot between jazz and classical. The music is highly arranged and creative as well as being incredibly 

listenable” 

Brad Barker, Music Director/On-Air Host, JAZZ.FM91 

"This recording is another feather in their collective cap, which is fully bristling with feathers already. Kent Sangster’s 

creative compositions and orchestrations present great opportunities to demonstrate first-rate ensemble playing and 

wonderfully musical solos across the board". 

Tommy Banks , Canadian Jazz Icon 

" Steppin' Up ", the latest release by the Obsessions Octet, is a triumph from beginning till end! Every aspect of this 

CD, from the writing, to the performances and the recording, puts them on par with the best chamber ensembles in 

country. “ 

Allan Gilliland, Composer and Chair of Music, MacEwan University 

"As a composer, Kent is extremely talented, and I’ve found his original compositions astoundingly proportionate, 

interpolating carefully structured imaginative passages and forms, with longer more developed sections, which let 

loose the improvisational capabilities of his talented octet. 

Tommy Smith, Professor & Artistic director of Jazz - Royal Conservatoire of Scotland ECM Recording Artist 

"That rare marriage of jazz band and classical string quartet, swing and tango known as  Obsessions Octet  has 

settled into an expansive, confident, singular groove with this third release, which marks their first decade together, 

complete with an electronic twist.” 

Roger Levesque , Edmonton Journal 
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Steppin’ Up 

Kent Sangster’s Obsessions Octet 

(independent release) 

4 stars out of 5 

That rare marriage of jazz band and classical string quartet, swing and tango known as 

Obsessions Octet has settled into an expansive, confident, singular groove with this third release, 

which marks their first decade together, complete with an electronic twist. 

Up front, leader Kent Sangster’s maturity as a composer-arranger and featured saxophone soloist 

and the group’s technical expertise have never sounded better. But the intangible ingredient is 

hinted at in the opening, the reworked tune A Matter Of Time. It feels like a band, even a dance 

band, with a spirit of playful elegance in originals like Travels. 

The high drama of tango continues midway on two great Astor Piazzolla covers, La Muerte Del 

Angel and the gentler, blissful Milonga Del Angel, then the bittersweet, simmering, surprise 

adaptation of Chopin’s Prelude in E Minor featuring Sangster’s electronic wind instrument. 

Steppin’ Up is a less subtle finale, more reminiscent of funky 1980s Miles Davis adding electric 

piano and bass, plugged-in percussion and scratching turntable, a new spin that struts along as if 

to say “why not?” 
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When Kent Sangster and his wife Joanna Ciapka-Sangster founded the Obsessions 
Octet in 2005, they brought together three strands of music: classical, tango and 
jazz. The Octet is divided right down the middle between the classical and jazz 
segments. Here it takes eight to tango and together they delve into that form of 
music. The classical string quartet: Joanna Ciapka-Sangster, Neda Yamach, Lianne 
Maitland and Rhonda Henshaw are regular members of the Edmonton Symphony 
Orchestra and the Alberta Baroque Ensemble. The jazz segment comprises Sangster, 
Chris Andrew and John Taylor and Jamie Cooper are members of the Edmonton Jazz 
Orchestra and Bomba!.  
 
Steppin' Out is their third recording following Obsession and Melodia. The Octet 
builds on the successes of the earlier records with another enticing blend of music 
that is well balanced between the genres.  
 
Strings herald "A Matter of Time" before it settles down into compelling jazz. 
Sangster explores the composition before unravelling some lyrical insights. He cuts 
deep into the groove spinning mesmerising ideas at every turn. Short interludes by 
bassist John Taylor and pianist Chris Andrews add to the dynamic.  
 
"Thrones" has an artful blend of composition and improvisation showcasing not 
only the depth of the former, allowing the musicians to take flight and return to the 
nesting ground. The orchestration pulses, the strings seep into the groove as 
Sangster invents a welter of phrases that first caress the melody and then stretch it 
without fragmenting the base. The counterpoint of the strings and the cohesive 
support of piano and drums raise this to a high level of excellence.  
 
Astor Piazzolla's "Milonga Del Angel" has mesmerising impact. The Octet is 
seamless as the stay true to the melody unveiling it with grace and an abiding 
sense for its beauty.  
 
Funk makes for a great change of atmosphere. "Steppin' Up" provides that in spades 
with its churning groove, quick intersperse of the strings, the tumbling 
permutations of the EWI and a bluesy Rhodes. Heady and exhilarating, it uncoils 
with a snap bringing to a close a delightfully fecund musical landscape. 
 
!


